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SLUH to welcome students Cafe worker Bea
from New Orleans’ Jesuit H.S. suffers broken
Timo Kim
Editor

A

s Hurricane Katrina left New Orleans, which sits below sea level, levees protecting the city from storms and
floods sprung two major leaks, covering
nearly 80 percent of the city in up to 20
feet of water. Because of this disaster, the
St. Louis U. High administration has offered to accept students from Jesuit High
School into the student body.
Jesuit High School is a New Orleans
Jesuit institution whose campus was flooded
in four to eight feet of water when the levees
broke. Students will start coming to classes

on Tuesday and will probably attend SLUH
until January, when Jesuit High hopes to
reopen.
As of Thursday afternoon, four students
from Jesuit High who are staying with family in the St. Louis area have asked to attend
SLUH. The administration expects more
students to apply and is preparing programs
to matriculate these students into the SLUH
curriculum and address their concerns about
their school.
Principal Mary Schenkenberg said, “The
network (of Jesuit Schools) is very strong ...
and it keeps (the Jesuit) spirit alive, and it
makes it easier at a time like this.”

see KATRINA, 16

Over 2,700 attend revamped Mixer
Tickets work despite some difficulties

T-shirts to $900 for hiring the police officers
to $180 for the cloth to cover the bleachers, they finished with a profit of around
etween 2,700 and 3,000 high school $7,700.
This year saw the first Back to School
students from around the St. Louis
area crowded the upper field, Danis Lobby, Mixer in which a ticket was required to enter.
and the gym last Friday for STUCO’s an- Last week, STUCO distributed 2,900 tickets
to SLUH, DeSmet, Chaminade, CBC, Viannual Back to School
ney, Nerinx, Cor Jesu,
Mixer, creating a
St. Joseph’s, Ursuline,
vortex of heat, huVisitation, Villa Duchmidity, and humanity
esne, Notre Dame, and
which could compete
Rosati-Kain. For the first
with the crowd at any
time, STUCO announced
international soccer
prior to the mixer that the
match.
number of students in atOverall, STUCO
tendance would be limited
moderator Brock
for safety and security reaKesterson estimates
sons. In addition, the numthat STUCO took in
STUCO secretary/treasurer Nick Arb blackber of chaperones was
$17,500 in T-shirt and
lights tickets while Assistant Principal for
ticket revenue. How- Academics Mark Michalski takes money for increased, and STUCO
the mixer on Friday.
even hired seven police
ever, after ringing up
$9,880 in expenses on everything from officers to watch for risqué behavior.
$3,510 for the “Dance, Dance Revosluhtion”
see MIX-A-WHOLE-LOT, 15
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hip in alley fall

Andrew Mueth
Core Staff

Y

esterday morning, as cafeteria mainstay Bea Contestable walked into the
school, she fell and broke her hip. She was
rushed into surgery and is currently at a
nearby hospital recovering.
As she walked up the ramp behind the
cafeteria in the alley, Bea fell backwards,
landed on and broke her hip, leaving her
unable to get up. After ten minutes, Cafeteria
Manager Kathy Hylla saw Bea and called an
ambulance.
Cafeteria worker Kathy Robtoy wanted
the name of the hospital kept undisclosed so
that Bea can get her rest, because, “I know
(students) will want to visit her.”
At the hospital, surgeons replaced the
ball in Bea’s hip and placed a rod in her hip
as well.
As of Thursday after school, Robtoy
said, “She’s doing all right. The surgery went
fine and everything.”
Bea will be in the hospital for a week,
and may need need more time to recovery.
“(Hip surgery) is a big deal for older
people, … but that’s what happens to older
people,” Robtoy commented. “She’s not
going to be happy having to sit around
(while recovering). She’s not good at sitting
around.”
At lunch on Thursday, students signed a
banner with “Get Well Soon, Bea!” written
on it.
“Whoever put that banner out there
didn’t make a big enough one,” Robtoy
laughed.
In classic playful Bea style, even with a
broken hip, Robtoy noted, when the ambulance arrived, “the first thing she asked was
if (the Emergency Medical Personnel) were
cute.”
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test grades into his or her own grade book.
Theology teacher Matt Sciuto counted
his junior’s grades as a minor fraction of the
quarter homework grade, while freshman
history teacher Joe Porter counted the tests
for a ten-point quiz grade. The entire English
department used their senior grades as three
percent of the semester grade.
Theology teacher Matt Sciuto, who
helped to grade the juniors’ scores, said that
he wonders about the fairness of leaving it
up to each individual teacher’s discretion
how to use the scores in their class, calling
the current method “questionable.”
“I like the idea of using the scores in …
class … but (how teachers weight the grades)
might be different in each class,” meaning,
he continued, that while one teacher may
value the grades as equivalent to a small
quiz in his or her grade book, another may
use the grades as those of a test, weighted
much more heavily.
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Gates of Fire debutsorto
mixed reviews Senior prank ’05:
her department has decided for his or her
Andrew Mueth
classes how to incorporate the Gates of Fire the full story
Core Staff
he tests have been scored. After an
extended homeroom during which
the St. Louis U. High community took a
test on Steven Pressfield’s Gates of Fire,
74 students schoolwide managed a perfect
25 of 25 points on last Wednesday’s test.
Freshmen scores accounted for 20 of these
74, with their class earning the most perfect scores of all four classes.
The grades will be recorded in a different
subject for each grade.
The social studies department graded
the freshmen tests, the foreign language
department graded sophomores’ tests, the
theology department graded juniors and the
English department graded senior tests.
The juniors followed the freshmen, with
19 perfect scores, followed by the sophomores at 18 perfect scores, and the seniors
with 17.
Every teacher who teaches a class of
students who took the tests graded by his

see GRADES AFIRE, 14

Evans: new Director of Diversity

own experiences as a minority student. Evans
said, “The things that I dealt with in high
school were about race, hearing derogatory
ith the departure of former Director terms and the (low) expectations teachers
of Diversity Spencer McCall, a new had of me and other black students. In my
face has come to spearhead efforts at St. mind, race was a big thing, (but) I didn’t even
Louis U. High to culconsider the other
tivate a more diverse
types of oppression.
and accepting student
I was just ignorant
body. Director of Dito that, and I think
versity Robert Evans
once I became more
comes to SLUH from
and more aware of
Cardinal Ritter Coloppression and how
lege Prep, where he
it works, I realized
taught for four years
other people were
and served as the
being oppressed, and
chairman of the hisas long as oppression
tory department.
exists for one group
In addition, Evof people, it exists for
ans brings experiences
everybody.”
from his work with
As the Director
the Disabling Racism
of Diversity, Evans’
Institute for Educators, Robert Evans, SLUH’s new Director of Diversity.
responsibilities inNational Conference for Community Justice, clude recruiting minorities to come to SLUH
and a World of Difference through the Anti- and, through venues such as the Association
Defamation League.
for Cultural Enrichment at SLUH (ACES),
Evans’ enthusiasm for addressing issues make minority students feel more comfortsee EVANS, 18
of prejudice and inequality stems from his
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ssistant Principal for Student Affairs
H. Eric Clark pulled up to the faculty
lot on what he thought would be a typical
Friday last May 20—at least until Maintenance Director Dee Byrd approached
Clark and asked if he had seen the poster.
The morning’s rain had knocked down the
poster, a blown-up sophomore yearbook
picture of Clark which spanned the wall
between the side doorway to the band room
and the entrance to the Danis Lobby. To the
left of the sign the pranksters had spelled out
“lkng good” in electrical tape.
Before he could enter the building,
Clark’s Secretary Marla Maurer greeted him
and told him to wait for her before he opened
up their office.
Later that morning, Clark and Maurer
were greeted by over two hundred balloons
crammed into the back portion of Clark’s
office. However, Clark said that by the end
of the day the balloons had spread into the
middle section of the office as well.
However, the senior prank didn’t stop
there. If it had, the class of 2005 would just
be altering a senior prank done a few years
ago in which students filled Clark’s office
with Styrofoam packing peanuts.
In addition to the poster and balloons,
Clark found a small prayer card sitting on
the counter in his office. On one side was
the “Unfailing Prayer to St. Anthony,” the
patron saint of lost things. The other side had
a riddle written on it. Clark quickly realized
what was missing: the Faculty Appreciation
Award plaque that hangs on the wall opposite
the main office.
That afternoon at about 1 p.m., computer
teacher Tim Rittenhouse picked up a copy of
the riddle. From this point on, he would be
the main sleuth for uncovering the Faculty
Appreciation Award. The clue had two sections. The first, with phrases such as “Adam’s
curse”—a poem by W.B. Yeats outside the
English office—and the name Maldhbh, a
prominent character in Irish Literature, led
Rittenhouse to the English department. The
next part of the riddle was hidden within Irish
Literature, a book taught in Bill George’s

see BAMBOOZLED, 16
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Letters to the Editor

Zinn, ’07, glad to see Fox
News Channel on TVs

To the Editor:

This letter has to do with the recent changes in the cafeteria with the
programming on the televisions. Like many other students, I thought
the choice of channels on the televisions in the cafeteria last year were
severely limited, especially when it came to the choice of cable
news networks. Last year, students had to choose between two news
sources: CNN and MSNBC. This obviously leaves out Fox News
Channel. I kept asking myself: why would the administration leave
out Fox News Channel, yet keep the two remaining news networks?
I personally think when it comes to the news, Fox News Channel is
real journalism: Fair and Balanced. With teachers disagreeing with
that statement, it leads me and others to believe that the only reason
why Fox News Channel was kept out of the cafeteria was because
of the liberal influences by some members of the faculty and staff
here at SLUH. I firmly believe that students should have a choice
between which news network they want to watch. Thankfully, as of
Monday, Fox News Channel has been added to the programming in
the cafeteria. I commend those who finally took the steps in adding
this crucial element to the school and ask them to keep Fox News
on the televisions because finally the student body of SLUH has a
choice when it comes to the news!

Channel
42
cases
Upper
Mark Zinn, ’07

Michael Broom
Reporter

A

showField

s throngs of students entered the cafeteria last week expecting to see the scrolling announcements, they were surprised
to see instead a live video feed from the Upper Field.
Once news of the upper field image dispersed amongst the
students, some responded by carrying out their own “Dancing on
the Upper Field” TV shows. Others began to worry that our security system had been hacked into, leading to this reassurance from
Director of Security Charlie Clark: “There is no way (to hack into
our security system). It can’t be done.”
The feed is from a small camera located in one of the back
rooms in the library.
The idea for the camera came about when, during the summer, computer systems manager Jonathan Dickmann was at school
preparing the computers for the beginning of the school year. One
day he entered the building with the sun shining overhead. After
working for a few hours, he called a friend to see if he would want
to do something outdoors. Unbeknownst to Dickmann, who was
working in the windowless vault of the computer lab, it was raining
outside and his plans were thereby cancelled.



Counselors encourage
depressed to talk to
someone for help

Dear SLUH Community,

The death of someone close to you is often accompanied by feelings of isolation, confusion, depression as well as a lack of energy
and declining grades. As we mourn the death of Chris Cahill ’05,
the Counseling Department would like to extend an open invitation
to anyone who may be affected by his death. It is very normal to
experience emotional and physical side effects after going through
such an event. Please see your counselor if you want to talk.
The unfortunate death of Chris also gives us the opportunity
to educate the SLUH community about suicide. There are many
warning signs, both behavioral and verbal, that may indicate that
a person needs help. Behavioral clues may include giving possessions away, not eating or sleeping, self-mutilation, obsession with
guns and/or knives, risky and/or rebellious behavior (i.e., reckless
driving, trying to beat the train at railroad crossings, etc.), preoccupation with death/violence, withdrawal from family and friends,
violent actions, lost interest in activities that were once enjoyable,
drug and/or alcohol abuse, and unusual neglect of personal appearance. Verbal clues may include phrases such as “I shouldn’t be
here,” “I’m going to run away,” “I wish I were dead,” “I want to
escape,” or “Life’s not worth the effort.” While it is normal to feel
sad or down at times, recurring sadness or a plan of hurting yourself
is very serious and needs immediate attention.
If you are ever feeling suicidal, please talk to someone. Tell
a friend, talk to a parent, coach, teacher, or priest or call KUTO at
(314) 644-KUTO (5886) or Life Crisis Services at (314) 647-HELP
(4357) which is available 24 hours a day. Take care of each other.
If your friend has told you he/she is suicidal, please tell an adult
immediately. You can save a life.
If you have questions or would like more information on suicide
prevention, please stop by the Counseling Department.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Michalski, Mr. Mouldon, Mr. Dougan, Mrs. See, and Dr.
McKenna
As a result, Dickmann decided to take one of his cameras and
hook it up to channel 42 to show live footage of the upper field to
the computer lab. He hoped to break the monotony of the day and
to give the computer lab and other interior rooms a “window” to
the outside of school.
Since the school is only using about five of the maximum 40
channels that it is capable of using, there is no present need to take
the camera down. Until the school requires the channel space, the
camera will continue to deliver a live view of the upper field to the
entire school.

News
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Boedeker recovering from cholera in Africa
Tony Meyer
Reporter

W

hile beginning his humanitarian
work in Africa, Robert Boedeker,
’99, son of theology teacher Deacon Allen
Boedeker, was stricken with cholera. The
news was announced last week at the class
meetings.
Cholera, according to SLUH nurse
Scott Gilbert, “is a bacterial infection from
water contaminated usually with feces.” The
symptoms of cholera include vomiting, leg
cramps, aches, and chronic diarrhea. Gilbert
also stated that because of this large loss of
fluids, “dehydration is a big problem.”
Although cholera can cause fatalities,
Boedeker should fully recover within the next
week. Deacon Boedeker described his son’s
outbreak as “a bad case of the flu.” Nuns in
Liberia are currently caring for Boedeker.
Boedeker left the United States two

months ago to join the Jesuit Relief Services (JRS) in the Ivory Coast, Liberia, and
Guinea on the West African Coast. These
three bordering countries have been plagued
by poverty, lack of human rights, corrupt
governments, and civil war. Liberia’s upcoming elections in the midst of a fierce civil
war make that country’s political climate
particularly tense.
These facts did not deter Boedeker,
however. Until his cholera outbreak, he
eagerly trained with the JRS. His work will
primarily consist of writing reports of the
refugee camps for organizations such as the
JRS and even the United Nations to request
relief and aid. He will write these evaluations
in French; he will also serve as a translator.
However, “his technical French still needs
work,” said Allen Boedeker.
Regarding his training, Robert Boedeker
said, “This month I spent almost the entire

time traveling in the region, around Guinea
and Liberia, visiting (JRS) projects and staff
in the refugee camps and in the towns we’re
helping to rebuild.”
Although Boedeker’s training has been
delayed for approximately three weeks, he
has already experienced the despair of the
situation in the stressed countries. He stayed
in one refugee camp where 30,000 people
stayed after being evicted by civil war. The
camp had a terribly small amount of reliable
water and food available. Although this type
of humanitarian crisis is overwhelming, it
motivates Boedeker to devote himself fully
to helping those in need.
Though a seemingly endless supply of
work faces Boedeker, his father places great
faith in him. “I know he is capable,” stated
Allen Boedeker proudly. Regarding his son’s
illness, Allen Boedeker replied that, “prayers
help.”

OVER THE BREAK: TEACHER SUMMERS

Harrison

Jim Santel
Core Staff

T

teaches

his past summer, some St. Louis U.
High teachers spent their days off relaxing and recuperating from a long year
of teaching. Others taught summer school
or Upward Bound here at SLUH. However, none traveled quite as far away as
history teacher Jeff Harrison, S.J., who
traveled to the impoverished country of
Myanmar (formerly Burma) in Southeast
Asia to teach English to the locals.
Arriving in June, Harrison taught at the
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Language Institute,
located in the village of Taunggyi. Over
the course of seven weeks, Harrison taught
English to older teens and young adults.
According to Harrison, the teaching
was fairly difficult, because there “were no
native speakers at the school.” Harrison was
teaching the intermediate and upper level
students, who had a basic grasp of English;
however, Harrison added that his students’
English-speaking ability was “about as advanced as you guys are in your Spanish or
French-speaking ability.”

natives

Harrison described Myanmar’s political
climate as being “very poor and oppressive.”
To illustrate this, Harrison gave the example
of Myanmar’s censure of the internet. “Here
I was, all set to use the internet, and (the government) banned Yahoo!. At the university,
in computer classes that use the internet,
you have to have a soldier in the room with
a gun.”
“It was also a very weird, sort of Orwellian environment,” Harrison continued.
“The government posts these huge signs
that say things like, ‘The Government and
the People are One’ or ‘Together We Shall
Crush Our Enemies.’ But, going back to the
example of the internet, the guards (in the
computer room) never actually bothered to
come and look at individual screens. They
may not have even been able to read English,
so you have this strange ‘Yes, we control
you, but no we don’t’ type of situation.”
“As it turns out, George Orwell actually spent some time (in Myanmar) in the
’20s, when it was a British colony, and his
books are banned there now, because (the
Myanmars) live like (the people in Orwell’s
books),” Harrison added.

in

Myanmar

Harrison related a story about an exercise he conducted in his class one day. He
asked his students what they would like to
see change in Myanmar in the next decade.
Their answers were supposed to pertain to
technology, but according to Harrison, one
of his female students responded that she
would like to see “a new government.”
“And, as you can imagine, the whole
room just went silent, since the government
pays people to inform on that sort of thing. I
asked her afterwards why she had said that,
and she responded that ‘if the government
gets me, then they get me, but I’m just tired
(of the oppression).’”
Harrison said that one of the things that
struck him most about his time in Myanmar
was that the people “continually insisted that
I tell their story. They’re very oppressed, and
they admit that sometimes they even oppress
themselves, for not saying anything about
their government, for censuring themselves.
But they wanted to make sure that I would
tell their story.”

September 2, 2005
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Fifabills prepare to compete at Gibault

David Niese
Reporter

T

he 2005 St. Louis U. High Soccerbills,
coached by Charlie Martel and Charlie Clark, are ready to kick off the season
tonight against Gibault. The game will be
at Oerter Park in Columbia, Illinois at 7
p.m.
The Jr. Bills conditioned over the summer as usual. Several players voluntarily
trained with players from other teams at a
summer camp run by assistant coach Charlie
Clark.
 	 Led by captains Zach Weiss, Malcolm
DeBaun, and Tom Irvin, the Jr. Bills set out
to complete their goals for the season: to
score the first goal in the first ten minutes of
each game, to win the MCC, and, as always,
to win the state championship.
 	 Martel is optimistic about this season
saying that he is “very excited.” Martel noted
that there are six returning seniors, which is
rare.
This year, the team has changed its
formation to a 4-2-4; Martel believes that
with this change, the team’s ability to score

goals will be much better this year. 		
Returning seniors Irvin, Chris Schranck,
and Brian Odem, along with junior Matt
Leinauer, will be this year’s starting strikers.
“Tom, Chris, Brian, and Matt work
together very well and are very composed
in the other team’s end,” Martel said.
The midfield will consist of varsity newcomers junior Chris Wecke and sophomore
Chris Haffner. Both Wecke and Haffner
played on the B-team last year.
 	 The Wewantstatebills definitely suffered
a setback early in the season by losing Tommy
Meyer to the U-17 National Team in Florida
(see below).
“Although we are happy for Tommy,
the team has moved on,” commented Martel.
He also said that the sophomores and juniors
have stepped up to fill this position, and have
taken on greater roles this year.
Seniors Weiss and DeBaun will lead
the skilled defense along with sophomores
Quinn Ottwell and Ricky Hudson. Hudson
is a varsity newcomer this year.
“Our defense is really fast. It is going
to be tough (for opposing forwards) to get

around,” Weiss said.
 	 The Jr. Bills will have a tough season
this year. Despite being ranked No. 5 in the
Post-Dispatch rankings, their schedule is
filled with dangerous teams, including last
year’s Class III champions CBC and Class II
champions St. Dominic’s, both ranked No. 1
by the Post-Dispatch in the large and small
school divisions, respectively.
The season starts off in a hurry for the
Diadorabills. Of their first seven games, six
are against teams currently ranked in the top
10 by the Post-Dispatch.
After the game tonight, the Jr. Bills will
be right back in action tomorrow night against
Jefferson City at 6 p.m. in the stadium. The
team begins the CBC tournament next week
with games Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday
against MCC rivals DeSmet, Vianney, and

“At the end of the summer, right before
school, they had a camp where they brought
our regional team of 20 kids to California
with four different regions, and (from these
four) they selected the national pool,” Meyer
explained.
These selected athletes will train with
the U.S. program until they are selected for
the 2007 Youth World Cup.
One of the administrators from U.S.
Soccer invited Meyer to join the U-17 team
training program for the 2007 Youth World
Cup on the last day of SLUH soccer tryouts,
and gave him only two weeks to decide.
“It was a really hard choice,” commented
Meyer, “I thought about it for a good week.
My mom and dad kept begging me to make
a decision.”
Meyer was forced to choose between his
passion for soccer and everything he has in
St. Louis. Ultimately, Meyer determined he
couldn’t let this chance slip.
“I decided that if I never took the chance
to come down (to Florida), I would have
never known what I was missing out on,”

Meyer said.
Meyer moved to Bradenton, Florida on
Monday, Aug. 22. He shares his condo with
five other soccer players from all around the
U.S. There are 42 athletes in the complex at
Bradenton, but only about a fourth of those
arrived with Meyer. The other 30 players are
members of the older bunch of U-17 players,
who, after participating in the Youth World
Cup this September in Peru, will be ineligible
to play at U-17 and will be replaced by new
players Meyer’s age.
Meyer now attends school at Bradenton
High School. His schedule, to say the least,
is hectic. Meyer’s day starts at 5:30 a.m. He
wakes up, lifts weights, gathers his things
from his condo, and boards the bus for school,
all before 7:45 a.m.
Meyer explained the rest of his day, saying, “School goes from 8 o’clock until 2:30.
We then come back to our condos, get all of
our equipment and head to practice at three.
(Practice) starts at 3:45, and we practice for
about 2 hours.” While most of us unwind from

Meyer leaves for US U-17 soccer team
Tim Malecek
Core Staff

A

s the St. Louis U. High Jr. Bill soccer team prepares for another great
season and the much-anticipated games
against CBC, they practice with one notable absence: former freshman phenom
Tommy Meyer. Meyer will be joining the
U(nder)-17 National U.S. Soccer team
this year in Bradenton, Florida, where he
will live with other soccer players his age
and train for the 2007 Youth World Cup at
Bradenton Academy.
Meyer became involved in the U.S.
soccer atmosphere last summer. Meyer’s
neighbor, John DiRaimondo, played soccer
for SLUH his freshman year in 2000 and
took the same path Meyer is now on.
DiRaimondo’s ascension all the way to
his current spot on the U-20 team influenced
Meyer’s decision to join the Missouri state
team in any hopes of making it to the national
team. From the state team, Meyer advanced
to the regional team.

see MEYER, 7
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Polobills trounce Parkway Central, 11-0

more goals in the rest of the first quarter, with overcome such a large deficit, since senior
Abram contributing two. The team finished goalie Tony Kruse had been relieved. However, all dreams of slipping a shot past were
off a solid first quarter up 6-0.
he Jr. Bills began their long trek toAs the second quarter rolled on, the squashed by junior Jason Appelbaum, who
wards a state championship last scoreboard was dominated by the juniors, took Kruse’s place. Both Kruse and AppelTuesday, game by
with goals from baum were deemed “co-players of the game”
game, and nobody
Tom Tandler, Jim by head coach Paul Baudendistel.
could have asked
Keeping up the steady pace, the Jr.
Heafner and Brenfor a more triumdan Mehan. With Bills added even more to their total with a
phant start as the
a more than com- goal from junior Ray Kreienkamp halfway
Polobills stomped
fortable lead, the through the third quarter.
Parkway Central,
With about fifteen seconds remaining
Jr. Bills ended the
11-0.
first half ahead of in the period, Ben Favier flipped a pass to
see POLO, 7
Thegame began
Parkway Central by
with three consecunine.
he ACES car wash will be held Saturtive goals—fired off Goalie Tony Kruse (left) fights off two P. Central players.
“We came out
day, Sept. 10 at SLUH from 11 a.m. to
by Mark Abram and
really solid for our
Wes Going and junior Jake Roeckle—all first game,” remarked junior Jake Roeckle, 3 p.m. All Jr. Bills are encouraged to come
and have their cars washed.
within the first minute of play.
“and really set a precedent.”
The standard for the game set, the H2OWith the start of a new half, Parkway
bills continued their onslaught with three Central hoped that somehow they could

Greg Mantych
Reporter
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Harriers’ ranks swell with talent for 2005
Michael Jonagan
Reporter

T

he scratch of pen on paper has been
echoing once again in the halls of
St. Louis University High School these
last two weeks, reminding all of us of the
academic grindstone that has been clamoring for intimacy with our noses. While
some pupils have been more than happy
to oblige, there have been over 80 brave
souls among the student body that have
taken on an extra challenge this fall in running cross-country for the blue and white.
Logging numbers of miles this summer
that would offend most people’s mathematical sensibilities, this team is prepared, and
excited, for what promises to be a rewarding
season. Head coach Jim Linhares has not
escaped this infectious attitude of optimism,
especially in light of national recognition and
dominance of the metro area during the 2004
season.
With both a solid core of seniors returning to the varsity seven, including state racers
Ben Murphy-Baum, Drew Kaiser, and Mike
Jonagan, and an incredible wealth of young
talent, including freshmen Cliff David and
David Kuciejczyk-Kernan, and consistently
solid juniors Matt Lawder and Nathan Banet,

Linhares believes the team is ready to go.
Adding to team confidence are the results
from this summer’s Alumni Run, where the
beleaguered alumni, offering only piecemeal
resistance, were swept off their feet in a
’05 team victory, which placed seven team
members in the top ten, and five of those
within five seconds of one another.
Having bested the alumni, the team will
move on to this season’s first proving grounds
against area competition at the First Capitol
Invitational in St. Charles today.
Of Kuciejczyk-Kernan and David, for
whom this meet will be an introduction to
a high school 5K race, assistant coach Tom
Flanagan said, “We really don’t know what
we have here.”
Flanagan is genuinely excited about this
pair of young runners, and even described
himself as “cautiously optimistic” about the
upcoming season.
In addition to leadership provided by
Flanagan and the other coaches, including
ASC teacher and former all-state runner
Joe Porter, senior captains Murphy-Baum,
Shane Mulligan, Andy Bonner, Jonagan, and
Kaiser will be leading both by exemplary
race performances and the administration
and organization of day-to-day practice.
With the exception of Jonagan, the

captains will all be racing today; probably
joined by more than their usual complement
of underclassmen, since meet administrators
will probably allow SLUH to enter double
their limit of seven runners in the varsity
race.
Murphy-Baum said of the unusual but
not unappreciated allowance, “It will be a
good opportunity for the team to (get) varsity
race experience, especially with fourteen
runners.”
When asked about the competition, most
notably Parkway South, Murphy-Baum asserted that he and the team will go on Friday
to “put [their] training on the table.”
The meet will be at 4:30 p.m. in McNair
Park in St. Charles; it is going to be a thrilling start to an extremely competitive season.
For those who can afford the gas for the trek,
directions are available on the cross country
website and across from the coach’s commons on the cross country bulletin board.

A

ttention Juniors: anyone interested
in being a varsity football manager
should contact Brian King in M110. Help
out the team and earn a varsity letter in the
process.
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to his dorm, does his homework, calls his
family, and on some nights, even conditions
with the other athletes.
“The first couple of days were really
tiring, but my body got used to it, and I’m
getting a lot of sleep,” Meyer mentioned.
Certainly, the U.S. National Team offers
Meyer opportunities he never could have had
at SLUH. As part of the U.S. system, Meyer
has already been able to travel to Spain and
Mexico with his state and regional teams.
Sandra Meyer, Tommy’s mother, said,
“He feels very fortunate. He knows not many
kids get to travel that much.”
In addition, “Nike Friendlies,” exhibition matches against other teams from around
the world, including Brazil, Italy, England,
and Argentina, are hosted in Bradenton and
provide an opportunity for Meyer to hone
his skills. He also appreciates the chance to
practice with the best players in the United
States and around the world.
One of the most noticeable differences
for Meyer is the huge amount of responsibility placed upon him. “I guess you grow up

Sports



a lot faster down here. You’re forced to,”
Meyer stated.
Although Bradenton presents many
unique advantages, Meyer was forced to
give up his academic and social pursuits
in St. Louis and live away from his family. Meyer misses St. Louis, saying, “The
academic (program) isn’t very good (here),
and the social life is definitely limited.”
In addition to leaving the academic and
social aspects of his life, Meyer is separated
from his parents, his brother, and two sisters.
Despite talking every night—“usually more
than once,” says Meyer—it is still hard on
the family.
Although the family will have to grow
accustomed to not having Meyer around
every day, they definitely support his decision. “It was a really hard decision to let him
go, but it has been a dream and a goal of his
since 5th grade,” Sandra Meyer stated. The
family will be able to visit him in Florida,
and Meyer will fly home on holidays and
stay at home in the summer.
“As soon as he mentioned Bradenton, I
knew he was gone,” explained head coach

PN Nightbeat:

Footbills trample P. South

The St. Louis U. High Football team kicked
off the season last night with a convincing
win over Parkway South, 28-12. The Footbills jumped all over the Patriots
with three touchdowns in the first
quarter and never looked back.
The defensive player of the
game, senior free safety Eric
Hunt, set the tone early by returning a fumble 29 yards for a
touchdown on Parkway South’s
opening drive. Hunt also added
an interception in second quarter.
Also on the defensive side of the
ball, junior defensive end Tyler
Caldwell recorded a sack and
forced a fumble, which senior
Chris Hoffman recovered.
On the Kornfeldbills’ first
offensive play of the game, senior
tailback Stephen Simmons ran for 56 yards
to set up senior quarterback Paul Chaney’s

17-yard QB draw touchdown run. Then with
4:04 left in the first quarter, Chaney added
another touchdown, this time a 20-yard run.

Charlie Martel. Martel highlighted Meyer’s
natural talent and supported his choice,
stating, “I think all the guys (on the team)
realized if it were them, they would (go to
Bradenton) too.”
Martel spoke to the team and they have
decided to regroup and look to the upcoming
year.
Senior Brian Odem said, “Obviously
Tommy (Meyer) was a big part of our team,
but we’ve got depth. I think we have other
guys that can step up this year.”

POLO
(from 6)
Mehan, who fired a shot into the goal to close
out the scoring at 11-0.
The fourth quarter remained uneventful,
and the Baudbills sealed their first win of the
year.
“Our defense looked great out there,”
commented Baudendistel. “However, we
had some trouble with offensive plays and
that might hurt us against a big team like
Chaminade or MICDS.”
“On top of the playing…really good
defense,” added Favier, “I think it really
looked like we played as a team.”
SLUH hopes to extend their record to
2-0 as they face off against the Lafayette
Lancers tonight at Lafayette at 5:00 p.m.
Tychobills’ defense in the third quarter with
a 1-yard touchdown run. Obviously put out,
the Jr. Bills came out and blocked the extra
point to keep the score 21-6.
The Pigskinbills added
their final touchdown with 10:18
left in the fourth quarter with a
65-yard touchdown run, courtesy of
Simmons. The sputtering Patriots
gave one last gasp for offense with
a big 89-yard touchdown pass with
10.2 seconds remaining, but it was
clearly not enough.
The Jr. Bills’ defense and
ground game proved to be too much
for Parkway South to handle. Simmons finished with 165 yards on 14
carries with 1 touchdown, while
Chaney had 62 yards on 8 carries
with 2 touchdowns.

PHOT0 BY TIM MALECEK

Patriots and Jr. Bills face off in the first quarter.

The Jr. Bills led 21-0 at halftime.
The Patriots finally got past the stifling

–Compiled by Tim Glaser
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Summer Trips
China: 16 days, 22 students, 1 boxing match
Scott Mueller
Reporter

O

n the morning of June 4, 22 St. Louis
U. High students gathered at Lambert
Airport for the first day of their 16 -day
trip to China.
Two graduates from the class of ’04,
eight current seniors, and twelve current
juniors, and junior Dave Shahin’s father,
Issa Shahin travelled on the two-week trip.
Although the group would have a local tour
guide in every city, the leader and coordinator
of the trip was SLUH’s Chinese teacher, Dr.
Ching-ling Tai.
The group first flew to Chicago, then
San Francisco, until finally arriving in the
capital city of China, Beijing, where the
group stayed for three days.
The first stop on the first full day in
Beijing was Tiananmen Square. Just across
street from Tiananmen Square is the Forbidden City, where the Chinese Emperors once

lived. The next place on the town was the vendors tried to sell their items. Junior Jim
Summer Palace, where the Emperor would Barbieri said, “I liked all the bargaining we
stay during the summer months. This pal- did.”
Afterwards the group flew by plane to
ace features the world’s largest man-made
the city of Xian. In Xian,
lake.
the group visited the
The second day in
city wall. The city wall
Beijing was one of the
in Xian is the only city
most memorable for the
wall in all of China that
entire group, when the
is still entirely intact.
students got to climb the
However, the main atGreat Wall of China.
tractions in Xian were
Junior Steve Baer,
the terra-cotta soldiers
said, “The experience of
which guarded the tomb
climbing to the seventh
of the first emperor of
tower was awesome.”
China, Shi Huangdi.
The seventh tower was
After Xian, the
the highest point that
group took a bus to
tourists could climb to.
“All around it was The entire group gathers in Dragon Gate Grottoes. Luoyang, where they
stopped at the Longmen
a pretty eye-opening
Grottoes, sculptures of thousands of Buddhas
experience,” senior Tim Schisler said.
On the third day, the group had a chance carved into the cliff wall along the Yi
to go to an open market where individual
see CHINA, 12
PHOTO COURTESY OF SCOTT MUELLER

Europe: 22 days, 21 students, 1 lost credit card

but were also allotted several hours of free
time in which they could trek around the
area and do whatever they pleased.
wenty-one seniors departed from
The tour opened with a thrilling bus ride
Lambert-St. Louis International Air- through the narrow, busy, crowded streets of
port on June 11th, 2005, commencing Rome, led by a very charismatic bus driver,
their 22-day journey through Europe.
Pierro, whose name was cheered countless
Accompanied by
times in praise of his
French teacher Jennifer
exceptional driving.
Crespin and former Villa
Throughout their
Duchesne P.E. teacher
first week spent in Italy
Chuck Price, the stustudents experienced the
dents arrived in Rome,
wonders of Rome: VatiItaly around 10:00 a.m.,
can City, the Colosseum,
where they met their
the Roman Forum, and
director Patricia Bionan uncountable number
dillio, a Sicilian fluent
of street merchants sellin Italian, French, and
ing knock-off designer
of course English. The
products.
trip was organized by EF Five seniors gather in front of the Colosseum.
The students
Tours, a tour company
also saw several of the
that reserved their hotels, planned dinners, smaller Italian cities, namely Florence, Pomand organized transportation, leaving the peii, Assisi, and Pisa. Such sights included
students, for the most part, worry-free.
the Basilica Santa Maria Del Fiore (the third
Throughout the trip, the students par- largest cathedral in the world), several statues
ticipated in several guided tours of churches, in the multiple squares of Florence, ancient
historical buildings, ancient ruins, and cities, ruins preserved by ash, and the leaning tower

Braden Piper
Reporter

T

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK JACOBS

of Pisa. However exciting some of the sights
were for some students, the true experience
of Italy was made not by the amazing spectacles, but the indulgence in Italian gelato
(ice cream), traditional Pompeiian pizza, or
the dancing at the Space Electronic disco in
Florence.
Students bused to Nice, in the south of
France, after leaving Pisa, and spent some
time on the rocky beach, where they played
in the ocean, socialized with other Americans,
and a few students even started a game of
Ultimate Frisbee with a couple of lads from
Dublin, Ireland. The students took a quick
trip to the Principality of Monaco, where
they visited Fragonard, one of the most famous perfume companies in the world, and
witnessed the changing of the guard at the
Place du Palais.
The gist of the tour took place in France,
in the cities of Nice, Tours (the Loire Valley),
Normandy, Saint Malo, and Paris, with short
stops in Caen and Mont-St-Michel.
Throughout the smaller cities, students
visited the Chateaux Chambord and Chenonceaux, two castles of very different styles,

see EURO, 12
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Reading, writing, & shooting
t h e b r e e z e : Q u i n n ’s s a b b a t i c a l
September 2, 2005

Seth Clampett
Features Editor

Grennan and a couple of other people in the New England Poetry
Club and ‘going out to dinner’ turned out meaning going back to
“My Left Hand Writes,” seen below, is one of the poems English the president of the New England Poetry Club’s house where she
teacher Terry Quinn submitted to gain admittance to a program at had prepared this Armenian dinner.
“They were all telling stories about Elizabeth Bishop, one of my
Boston University, where he spent last year on sabbatical. Quinn
studied in a creative writing program, earning a master’s degree favorite poets. A friend of mine who was there translates Elizabeth
Bishop’s work, and somehow it came around to her. These were
upon its conclusion.
Quinn decided to go on sabbatical because “I wanted to be a poets who had known her in one way or another. Everyone just
started telling Elizabeth Bishop stories. ‘When
better writer. I’ve been writing for a
my mom and Elizabeth Bishop ran away from
long time, especially poems, and it’s
Vassar and got caught in a snowstorm and arsort of like the other thing I do, besides
rested for hitch-hiking’ and all this stuff. That
teaching. Obviously they work together
Terry Quinn
kind of evening is just something you couldn’t
as well. I teach the poetry class and a
plan for but because the year put me in contact
sophomore English class. It’s a part of
with these kind of people those kind of things
My left hand’s left out
a lot of what I do here.”
would sort of happen, spontaneously someAs part of the program, Quinn
of most of what I do, but not
times.”
completed eight different classes. Four
for incapacity—rather
When Quinn reflected on his experience,
of his classes were poetry workshops,
for my impatient right,
he commented that “It was also full of wonderful
where ten graduate students worked
accustomed to dominance
moments of relaxation. I don’t want to offend
with one poet, mostly writing poems
any students out there, but being a graduate
and its attendant efficiency,
and talking about them together and
with their professors. Quinn took two
even now ashamed of these uneven student is so much easier than being an English
teacher. I always had more time to shoot the
semesters with Derek Walcott, who won
lines, wavering characters—
breeze with people and more time to goof off.
a Nobel Prize in literature for poems
too much like the old fear
(I wasn’t) just having to always perform.”
about life in the Caribbean, one semester
of impotence in its first forms—
Now that Quinn has returned to SLUH,
with Robert Pinsky, poet laurerate of the
he hopes to apply what he has learned from
the first grade, where
United States for several years, and one
his year of study. Quinn said of applying what
semester with Rosanna Warren, who is
the slow were held back.
he learned to his own classes, “Some of (what
the granddaughter of poet Robert Penn
I am going back there now
I learned) will be pretty direct. I did a project
Warren.
to see what I’ve left behind,
for Pinsky’s class on George Herbert. I’ll do
Quinn said of the classes, “The
to let the left hand learn;
a week on George Herbert poems in senior
classes focused on the craft of poetry
class this year. I’ve always taught Hopkins in
to teach its teacher patience
writing. We would read poems, but
the poetry class, but taking the Hopkins class
mostly to talk about how they were
and the right to wait.
meant that I read all of Hopkins’s journals, his
written.”
Let it bear weakness in
sermons, and his spiritual writings, his letters to
Three of the remaining four were
its mirrored twin
his friends…I read all of his poems that I hadn’t
literature classes. Quinn enrolled in
and know itself.
read before. So I have a lot more material to
classes about writers James Joyce, Jane
bring to that. Those are sort of the more obvious
Austen, and Gerard Manley Hopkins,
things. This piece of my curriculum will change
S.J. He also took a seminar in literary
translation, focusing on the “philosophical, linguistic, and artistic because of what I studied, but then I think, just as important, are
the less obvious things. I don’t know yet when I’ll tell this story or
issues related to translating literary works.”
Some of the most interesting and memorable things from that story but it’ll come up. I think the most important things will
his sabbatical included spontaneous evenings spent at dinner with be how I’m different as a person. It’s not so much the changes in
curriculum as the changes in me as a person.”
friends, a professor, and other poets.
Quinn added, “When we teach kids to write essays, we encourQuinn said, “I don’t know how interesting these things are to
other people, but a couple of things like this would happen sometimes. age them to know a lot more than actually shows up in the essay.
One evening when I went to hear the poet Eamon Grennan I went You have to know the story very, very well and you have to write
with a couple friends … we went to this reading in Cambridge. One on one particular aspect of the story. Your essay is made better by
of my professors happened to be at the reading, and so afterwards, things that you know that you never even mention. Your knowing all
we ended up talking to her. She said, ‘Well, why don’t you come that extra stuff allows you to write with more authority, it means the
see QUINN, 10
to dinner with us?’ So, as it turned out, ‘us’ meant she and Eamon

My Left Hand Writes
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Quinn offered a story he learned to illustrate some of what he
stuff you do include in your essay is only the best and most relevant has taken away from the program. Quinn said, “This is sort of an
stuff. There’s a similar thing about teaching. I’ve learned things this anecdote too. (Here is this) very well-respected poet. When he was
year that wouldn’t come directly into my high school classroom ... 20 years old, he had this file of his collected works. It was like 20
Elizabethan debates about the nature of meter ... but my having read poems. So when he was 21, he had written five more poems, (but)
now his collected works was 17. I feel
that stuff just means I have mastered
that way about this year. What’s good
my subject more thoroughly. It just
enough for me has gone up. The program
means when I talk about the basics
has really encouraged me to want to
I know them better.”
create the best art that I can. That it’s
Quinn also enjoyed simply
worth investing a lot of passion in.”
living in Boston. Quinn said, “BosQuinn elaborated about what he
ton has so many universities, and
took from the experience, “I think I take
therefore so many poets working
poetry a lot more seriously than I had.
at the universities, and therefore so
I don’t think I ever took it lightly, but
many poetry readings and so many
the BU program, they way it’s set up,
poets visiting the cities. I’m sure I
the kind of faculty that you work with,
attended about 30-35 poetry readings
I think really insists that you think of
throughout the year. It seemed like
poetry in the context of its long tradialmost every week there was some
tion. So, even having spent a year doing
literary event somewhere around
more reading than I’ve ever done, I
town that I could go to.”
walk away with a sense that there’s so
Quinn added, “I got to bum
much more out there to read. There’s
around with other geeks like me
Quinn settles back into his desk in the English department after a
year’s sabbatical at Boston University studying poetry.
something really humbling about realwho like poems. People in my program were people who really care about poetry. They were good izing that every time you pick up a pen to start to write a poem,
that you’re stepping into the sort of realm of all of the poems that
people.”
One of Quinn’s simple pleasures that sprung from living in are out there and all the people that tried to do this before, and that
Boston included getting to use public transportation everyday. you’re going to try and participate in that conversation. You want
Quinn labeled his sabbatical “a year of public transportation. It was what you say to stand beside the stuff that’s gone before you. You
fantastic. That’s one of the things I loved about it. I discovered that realize that you’ve gotta be pretty damn good. That’s an important
I hate traffic. It’s so much nicer to walk…I walked everywhere. I awareness.”
Quinn concluded, “I think (poetry) is encountering language at
feel better about getting around without burning up a lot of gas. Plus
public transportation is interesting. There’s always weird people. its most beautiful. I think we do too few things just for the sake of
I saw a lady on a bus who was eating a dictionary for example. It beauty. It’s nice to have some things that have that motive behind it.
kind of bums me out now that every time I leave the house I have Poetic language is language at its most self-reflective. A poet has to
be aware of every word. A poem attempts to employ language with
to get in a car to go somewhere.”
Quinn elaborated on what he appreciated about living in Boston, a total awareness of that language. There’s no tool we’ve developed
“I loved that there are so many independent bookstores everywhere. that’s more powerful than language. It’s the most important and
I loved the river. I would go running along the river. I loved crossing intimate tool that we use every day. Most of us use it without much
the bridges. Taking public transportation. It’s a great town for that awareness or reflection. The study of poetry is designed to bring
kind of stuff. It’s sort of small town-big city. It’s a very walkable forth that awareness. It’s about living an aware life.”
city. You don’t realize how close everything is. I was a half-hour
The Wellness Club will present “Monty Pywalk from just about anything I wanted to get to. That came to
thon and the Holy Grail” on the Upper Field
feel like a normal time to walk. I went to one (Boston Symphony
Orchestra) rehearsal. I went to one show. I saw the Abbey Theater
next Friday, Sept. 9th immediately after the
Cast perform the Playboy of the Western World. The museums were
Althoff football game. The movie will be
free with a student ID. There are some great art museums.”
projected onto the “Wall-A-Rama” on the
However much Quinn enjoyed living in Boston, Quinn chose
Boston University’s program for several different reasons. “The BU building. Admission is free. Soda will be $.25
program is one of the few one-year programs in the country, and it and popcorn will be $.50, with pizza ordered
also happens to be a very good one. The faculty there is terrific. It
during intermission.
seemed to fit. It was an opportunity to go to a great city, to get the
degree done in a year, (and) to work with great faculty.”
photo by
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“Weck up to thees”: a close-up on Gates
Kyle Kloster
Photography Editor

If I were Zeus thousands of years ago, around the time of the Battle
of Thermopylae, what would I have witnessed down on that mountain pass from my cloud-suite atop Olympus? Time-travel to see the
battle may be impossible, but reading Steven Pressfield’s Gates of
Fire is not. And that’s what 1,200 students and faculty members of
the SLUH community did over the summer.
Pressfield tells the true story of the Battle of Thermopylae
as historical fiction; but how can we sift the Greek history from
Pressfield’s pure fiction? It’s hard to tell—the only sources we have
on the battle are the two-and-a-half thousand-year-old writings of
Herodotus and several other Greek writers. And Herodotus, according
to Latin teacher Mark Tychonievich, had written his account several
years after the fact, relying on the few surviving eye-witnesses who
were probably old and prone to memory loss.
Circa 480 B.C., 300 Spartans and a few thousand other Greeks
prepared to battle 2 million Persians, according to Herodotus. Of the
numbers that Pressfield used, history teacher O’Neil said, “Historically, the sources on the matter are largely considered to be exaggerated. Most scholars in the field feel that, number one, the Persian
army was not a million people. It would not have happened, it was
just inconceivable for it to have happened at that time. Probably,
the reality was, yes, there was a large Persian army, maybe 100,000,
maybe 200,000 at the most. But (it was) a fairly large army.”
Although Pressfield depicted an elite Spartan army holding
off a multitude of the Persian Empire’s warriors, Tychonievich and
O’Neil agreed that technology, and not necessarily superior skill and
courage, gave Spartans and Greeks a big edge over the Persians.
O’Neil stated, “The only thing the Persians had on their side
were numbers. The Greeks had far superior technology, and they
were much better trained.”
Since Greek city-states were so small, they could not rely on
numbers when they fought amongst each other, so they relied on
training and preparation, which gave the Greek soldiers a big advantage.
Tychonievich also mentioned the difference in weapons as a
big factor, explaining, “A lot of (the Persians’) shields were made
out of wicker, and that’s not going to stand up to bronze, it’s just
not. So no matter how many people you have, if you’re going to
use a straw house to keep the storm out, it’s not going to work very
well.”
The better training and technology, Tychonievich estimated,
could enable a single Greek warrior to “lay waste to 15 or 20 Persians.”
Most of the 433 pages gush with the militaristic culture of
Sparta, and stay consistent with the ancient texts and general opinion of modern historians, according to O’Neil and Tychonievich.
Pressfield’s tale of the Antirhions clattering their spears together
and soiling their war-trousers for dread of fighting the legendary
Spartans probably happened.
Tychonievich said, “(Spartans) were someone that you got along
with. You maybe didn’t want to emulate what they were doing,

but you at least respected what they did, even though you yourself
might not be interested in living your life that way and having your
government do those kind of things (like) take kids away.”
Latin teacher Dr. Mary Lee McConaghy said, “The Spartan
society was very single-focused. For the Spartans, if you couldn’t
really fight well, then you weren’t (important) for their social fabric.”
O’Neil added that most Greek city-states felt closer to fear than
respect for the Spartans, because “Sparta was particularly well known
for its military structure. ... They tended to be very aggressive, they
were expansionistic, because they conquered their neighbors, and
they controlled most of the Peloponnese.”
            Even the violent training that Pressfield described holds its
historical water. O’Neil explained, “(The brutal training) would
not be that far of a stretch to think. (One of) the best stories that we
know about Sparta is their selection of children at childbirth. The
(babies) were inspected by the elders, and if they deemed that there
was either a deformity or for some reason that this child would not
make a good potential soldier, they committed infanticide by casting
the child out of the city state and leaving it to die of exposure. That,
I think, is a good example ... of the importance of developing good
soldiers ... that they would stoop to that extreme.”
O’Neil reasoned that, since the Spartans were so willing to
cast their own babies aside, they trained their children with no less
mercy. The intense lashings, broken noses, and multi-hour sessions
of team-tree pushing that Pressfield included in the story hold true
to Sparta’s culture, O’Neil concluded.
Cases where extremely strong-willed kids, like the character
Tripod, died from intense whipping and combat drills probably did
happen, according to O’Neil’s colleague, a history teacher Paul
Michaelson. According to Michaelson, “American military training
in the nineteenth century was close to (Spartan training); you had
broken bones.”
O’Neil and Michaelson explained that the Spartan training
only seems brutal and violent because of the culture we’ve grown
up in.
O’Neil elaborated, “We kind of have the view now that, because
we live in the 21st century, those things didn’t happen. But there’s
evidence of it all throughout history—life was much more brutal
back then.”
Pressfield’s accuracy faltered, if only slightly, in one particular
category. Although women in ancient Greece had very important
roles in the social aspect of society, according to Tychonievich,
“(Women) had very little to do with actual political decisions and
things like that.”
O’Neil emphasized the limited information we have on women’s
role in ancient society, saying “You have to realize that every author
that we have from the ancient world is a man, so we only get one
perspective. ... To say how much political power that women had
is almost a question that’s impossible to answer.”
O’Neil theorized that, “In any official circles, women (wouldn’t)
have a political voice,” to which Michealson added, “a public politi-
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voice.” The scene in which Arete bursts in on a council to influence
the fate of Rooster probably wouldn’t have happened, according
to O’Neil.
Tychonievich observed, “I think lady Arete talks about what
it’s like to have your sons and husband go off and what that really
is and the loss that women feel, and how the society is somewhat
questioned because of that. ... (On the other hand) not everyone
agrees that the greatest thing in the world is to go stand in line with
a weapon ... there’s a price to do that, and that, I thought, was an
interesting element of the book.”
Of Arete’s confronting the council Tychonievich stated, “(The
incident) was possible, but again, like I say, there’s no historical

CHINA

(from 8)
River.
Between the cities of Luoyang and Zhengzhou, the group
stopped off at the Shaolin Monastery, where martial arts were first
practiced. At the Shaolin Monastery, the students were able to buy
swords, daggers, knives, boxing equipment, and brass knuckles.
In Zhengzhou the group took a hovercraft cruise on the Yellow
River and visited the history museum of the Henan province.
Undoubtedly, street boxing was the highlight in Zhengzhou.
Using the boxing equipment bought by juniors Tim Nesmith and
Pete Simpson, the group began holding boxing matches inside the
hotel rooms. After being told not to fight in their rooms, “We went
across the street looking for somewhere to, ya know, throw down,”
relates Nesmith.
The group decided on a square in front of a small convenience
store across from the hotel. The first match featured juniors Paul
Castellano and Sam Emery with senior Alex Brescia as the referee.
By the end of the first match, a crowd of approximately 150 people
had gathered to watch the Americans fight.
After several fights the crowd grew. Nesmith said “It was getting pretty crazy.”
About halfway into the fight, the group heard sirens and were
afraid that the police were coming to breakup the fight; however,
the police were only stopping to watch the boxing. At the end of
the night, Nesmith estimates they had accumulated a crowd of 250
people. Nesmith said, “At the end of the night there were a couple
black eyes and bloody lips, but it was all worth it.”
The group then traveled on a midnight train to Nanjing, St.
Louis’ sister city. In Nanjing, they went to visit the Nanjing Foreign Language School, SLUH’s sister school. Like SLUH, Nanjing
Foreign language school is considered one of the top schools. At
the school, the group saw Sally, Richard, Emma, and Jash, all of
whom were foreign exchange students from a few years ago.
After Nanjing the tour next visited the cities of Suzhou and
Hangzhou. Both of these cities are considered great garden cities.
Consequently, the group toured numerous traditional Chinese gardens.
In Hangzhou, the group went on a cruise of the West Lake. Later
that night, after driving by bus to Shanghai, the group went on a
night cruise of the Huangpu River, which runs through the middle
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evidence of that.”
Pressfield translated the epigraph planted on the battleground
as follows: “Tell the Spartans, stranger passing by, that here obedient to their laws we lie.” According to McConaghy, the only quirk
in the translation, aside from switching the order of the words to
rhyme, was that Pressfield translated a Latin word for “words” into
the word “laws,” but she pointed out that different interpretations
of the word are possible.
Despite the rampant gore-filled battle descriptions and occasionally vulgar language, Gates of Fire develops its characters amidst
an accurate portrait of Greek culture and Spartan society.		
O’Neil observed that “The author is good in not only his historical depictions, but also his depictions of the human being and how,
sometimes, how we work.”
of Shanghai.
On the final full day of the trip, students had one last chance to
shop at open market vendor stands.
The food that the students ate was all good, but did get very
monotonous. Junior John Micich said of the foor eaten in China, “It
was good for dieting. I was actually glad to see a McDonald’s.”

EURO
(from 8)
saw the very peaceful and serene American cemetery in Normandy,
and walked the beaches where American soldiers fought valiantly.
They also climbed Mont-Saint-Michel, considered by some the
eighth wonder of the world, listened to the music of several bands
in Saint Malo, watched the sun set at 10:45 p.m., ate some of the
best food they’ve ever had, and read a lot of books while traveling
on the bus.
The final two cities, Paris and London, were considered by
many of the students to be the best part of the trip. In Paris students
mastered the Metro traveling to the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre (home
of the Mona Lisa), the Centre Pompidou (a modern art museum),
Notre Dame, Père Lachaise Cemetery (the resting place of Jim Morrison), and several boutiques where they donned thousand dollar
suits. 				
The students traversed London utilizing the Underground to
visit places like Saint Paul’s Cathedral, Westminister Abbey, Piccadilly Circus, Trafalgar Square, Leicester Square, Whitechapel,
Abbey Road, and Wimbledon.
During their stay in London, students took a one day excursion
to the mysterious Stonehenge and the city of Bath, where they walked
through one of the largest Roman bath houses still in existence.
On July 2, students packed their bags and headed for Heathrow
airport, many feeling homesick, all feeling exhausted, and flew
home.
While the 21 seniors experienced an amazing trip full of attractions, some certainly felt that the true reward of the trip was a
newfound bond between their fellow classmates. In the words of
Jennifer Crespin, “I felt this was one of the best groups I have ever
taken on this trip.”
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Round Two: new teachers

Jonathan Ott: history, theology

Michael Broom
Reporter

J

onathan Ott joins the SLUH faculty this year as a history and
theology teacher and a wrestling coach.
Ott grew up in St. Louis and received a Jesuit education at nearby
DeSmet High School. Dr. Tom Finan, a former SLUH history and
theology teacher, taught Ott when both were at DeSmet; Ott cited
Finan as an influence in his pursuing a career in education.
Ott’s interest in history and his love for his religion would lead
him to major in history and theology education at Northwestern
University in Chicago.
After his graduation from
Northwestern earlier this year, Ott
came back to St. Louis to continue
his life in Jesuit education. This
year, Ott will teach two sections
of Global History II and two sections of junior theology. When
not teaching his classes, Ott will
help wrestlers learn the lessons
he learned from participating in
Jonathan Ott.
the sport since the age of five.
In addition to instilling in his sophomores a love for history and
in his juniors an opportunity to understand and grow in their faith,
Ott wishes to become a good friend to all of his students as well as
the entire school.
In the short time that school has been in session, Ott has been
“impressed with the attitude and the eagerness to learn that his
students have shown.”
Ott is also grateful to the school, especially the faculty, for
being so open and welcoming to him.
photo by

Kyle Kloster
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John Haefele: computers

Dan Zdrodowski
Reporter

J

ohn Haefele is the newest full-time member of the SLUH
computer staff.
Haefele grew up in St. Louis and attended Hazelwood East High
School. He later attended Truman State University to study music
and then St. Louis Christian College to study Christian ministry.
Before he decided to work here at SLUH, he spent a brief time
working at Monsanto Pharmaceuticals.
        After his brief career at Monsanto, Haefele came to work
part-time at SLUH during the
2003-2004 school year. During
this time, he familiarized himself with the faculty and school
setup. He also helped format
the newly-completed SLUH
computer network system.
With the growing network
at SLUH, it became apparent
that Haefele’s computer talents
John Haefele.
were needed on a full-time basis. Haefele currently works on ensuring the smoothness of the computer network, computer repairs, and
behind the scenes work in the computer lab.
Haefele’s official title of Tech Manager includes hardware and
network support and improving existing software.
        Haefele has several goals he wishes to accomplish at SLUH:
to encourage the use of personal network files and to “help change”
the computer office. He wants to teach some computer courses, but
not for several years.
Outside his work, Haefele plays the hammer dulcimer, trumpet,
accordion, viola, and guitar.
photo by
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Rec room mural project stalls over summer
Dan Everson
Reporter

Y

ou may recall from last year that
ASC English teacher and rec room
supervisor Sean O’Neil organized an effort to have students paint murals on the
rec room walls. O’Neil’s group managed
to have five ideas approved by the administration, according to SLUH principal Dr.
Mary Schenkenberg. The project began
in the second semester, though, and time
quickly ran out for the mostly senior group.
Since then, the class of ’05 has graduated,
O’Neil has left for Japan, and the mural
project has essentially fallen apart.
“The mural project is currently in something of a limbo,” O’Neil remarked in an
e-mail. “We had some great drawings and a
number of people really wanted to get in on

the ‘SLUHstine Ceiling’ idea (which would
incorporate the pillars and ceiling east of
the bookstore, with paintings of different
aspects of life at SLUH on each pillar), but,
unfortunately, timing became a problem.
(The seniors) only became increasingly
busy as the semester went along, (and) with
classes and a number of other co-curriculars
at school going on for me as well, I must
admit that I didn’t do a good job of keeping
things moving forward on the mural project,”
concluded O’Neil.
However, revival of the mural project
has not been ruled out.
“I would be very excited to see it get
picked up,” added O’Neil. “I really do think
that the rec room provides a really interesting space for SLUH students to do some
creative work. The rough walls, craters in

the ceilings, pipes, I-beams, etc. all give it a
unique atmosphere that makes a nice contrast
with all the shiny new facilities elsewhere
on campus. I thought it would be really cool
for SLUH artists to take (the rec room) and
make it their own.”
Current rec room supervisor, ASC volunteer Tom Broekelmann echoed O’Neil,
“(Murals) would only help to improve a
drab setting,” said Broekelmann. “There is
a certain ambience to (the rec room). It is
one of those places where student artwork
would give them more ownership of it,” he
observed.
Schenkenberg noted that the administration is open to more submissions as well.
“If someone wants to pick up that idea, (the
administration) would certainly be open to
it,” said Schenkenberg.

News
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Double play: more new teachers
Michelle Perrin: Math

with SLUH, this time as an algebra teacher.
Perrin is teaching two classes of Algebra I
and two classes of Algebra II.
ast year featured the SLUH debut of
Perrin says that teaching physics and
Michelle Perrin. She came to fill in algebra are very different: “Science does a
for physics teacher Eric
lot of labs, and math is
Laboube while he was
a lot of learning how to
on sabbatical for the first
use the calculator.”
semester of the 2004-05
Perrin is also
school year. She came to
moderating the RobotSLUH after having taught
ics Club. She says,
electronic
engineering,
“I’d like to give kids
more specifically robotics,
a glimpse of engiat University of Missourineering.” The RobotRolla for the two pevious
ics Club has its first
years. Before that she had
competition at SLUH
taught at Nerinx Hall for 10
in October, and Peryears.
rin hopes that more
After leaving SLUH
students will join. She
in January upon Laboube’s
wishes that she could
Michelle Perrin.
return, Perrin returned to her
teach a pre-engineerjob as an educational technology consultant ing course at SLUH because many SLUH
for Vernier Software making robotics kits for students become engineers and she would
children. Eight months later she is back again like to introduce them to it.

Matt Hubbard
Reporter

L
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Ryan Williamson: Foreign Language

years after leaving SLUH’s halls, Williamson
said, “It’s the same school, just from a different angle.”
ver the summer, Ryan WilliamWilliamson “most certainly” plans to
son joined SLUH’s arsenal of Latin help coach the Latin Dream Team and travel
teachers, increasing the total number of to Columbia with the team for the annual
the force to three. WilliamCertamen competison will assist Mary Lee
tion in April. He
McConaghy and Mark Tyalso has expressed
chonievich in the language
interest in helping
department by teaching Latin
out with the Prep
to one class of sophomores.
News.
McConaghy said of WilThis year, Williamson, ’01, that he was “very
liamson will help
enthusiastic” about Latin at
his sophomores
school, taking four years of
translate the stories
Latin as well as Greek his
of Julius Caesar,
senior year. Williamson was
along with the usual
also an active member of the
study of grammar
Latin Dream Team during his
and vocabulary.
Ryan Williamson.
time at SLUH.
McConaghy said
After graduation, Williamson attended that Williamson’s knowledge of the Latin
Xavier University in Cincinnati, where he language is “really superb,” adding, “I think
studied Classics. On returning to teach, four he’ll do a great job.”

Charlie Landis
Reporter

O
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Grades Afire
(from 2)
Nevertheless, Sciuto said of the schoolwide reading program, “It is a noble experiment, a good idea,” and continued, “I do think
it should be continued.”
Foreign language department chair Mark
Tyconievich agreed, commenting, “It’s a
good thing, but it needs to be followed up by
more than a quiz, and we will (follow it up
with more).” He has contacted Washington
University about getting a speaker to talk,
if not about the book then about the culture
surrounding the story.
Such a speaker would relate to one of
the primary things teachers and students
alike enjoy about the school-wide reading
program—discussion sparked by the program.
Assistant Principal for Academics Mark
Michalski mentioned discussion as a major
reason he liked the book.
“Already, a small group (of faculty) met
after school one day to talk about the book,
and that’s some of what (the Instructional
Council) wanted: discussion,” he remarked.
He called the program a good way to “cross
boundary lines between departments. … It
doesn’t have a tremendous impact, but (it
serves as) a cross-community touchstone. It
provides different teaching discussions and
learning opportunities.”
George commented, “I like (the program), I like having seniors and freshmen
talk about the same book, without (either)
having a greater claim to it.”
Social studies department chair Tom
Wilson agreed with Michalski and called the
program a “good idea. It gets people talking
about a subject and deeply helps interest in
reading, at all levels.”
Junior Mark Zinn liked the idea because,
“everyone can talk about (the book). Everyone can bring up topics and values and apply
it in the class you’re in.”
However, despite all of the positive
feedback regarding the school wide reading
program, the reactions to the book Gates of
Fire itself were more mixed.
Sophomore Matt Holtshouser commented, “(The book) was a bit too long, but
the message behind it was good.”
Zinn agreed that “it was a good book,
though quite long. But there were good values

see THE FIERY GATES, 16
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mix-a-whole-lot

(from 1)
The tickets STUCO distributed were
equipped with a mark only visible when
put under a black light, theoretically making
counterfeiting of tickets more difficult. However, some fraudsters discovered the secret
mark on their own and did counterfeit tickets.
The fakes greatly varied in quality, and some
did closely resemble the real tickets.
Although they stuck with their ticketonly policy for much of the night, STUCO
estimates that some students with counterfeited tickets did make it through to the
mixer. Later on in the night, after realizing
they would not greatly exceed their quota
of 2,900, STUCO allowed even ticket-less
patrons to join the sweaty throng.
Although the addition of tickets added
new problems such as counterfeiting and
ticket scalping, overall, STUCO Sports Officer Connor Cole and Vice President Max
Magee felt that the ticket system worked
well. If not for the notification that entrants
needed tickets, they estimated the number of
attendees would have been greater than last
year’s record number of roughly 3,800.
STUCO moderator Brock Kesterson
said of the tickets, “If our goal was to limit
numbers, then I think that (the tickets) worked
really well. But there were definite complications, obvious problems. Everybody knows
about them. Counterfeiting, scalping, those
are things that we have to take care of because
it’s unfair. Those are things that we’re going
to try to work on and make sure that those
don’t happen. But tickets, it looked like,
worked well enough that we’re going to do
them again, but we just have to tweak some
things.”
Feedback seemed to be positive across
the board. Kesterson said, “The parents I
talked to, and the people I talked to, they
thought that everybody from what they saw
was relatively well-behaved.”
Director of Security Charlie Clark said,
“There were few problems, and the kids were
great and the faculty that helped out (were)
great, and the administration was great. It
couldn’t have really gone hardly any better.”
Sophomore Joe Beaty said, “I think
(the mixer) actually went pretty well. I was
worried at first that all my friends wouldn’t
get tickets, but I think it all worked out in
the end.”

News
Junior Jared Ford saw potential for improvement, “I think it could have been better.
It was a good idea, but with the counterfeiting,
it can be done in a better way.”
Many factors contributed to the success
of this year’s mixer.
First and possibly most important,
STUCO enlisted the help of a greater number
of chaperones. Although roughly the same
number of teachers attended as in previous
years, the ranks were bolstered by the addition

“If our goal was to limit
numbers, then I think that
(the tickets) worked really
well. But there were definite
complications, obvious problems. Everybody knows about
them. Counterfeiting, scalping, those are things that we
have to take care of because
it’s unfair. Those are things
that we’re going to try to work
on and make sure that those
don’t happen.”
—STUCO Moderator Brock
Kesterson
of seven police officers and eight parents. In
addition, each chaperone wore a shirt reading “SLUH Security” which possibly made
them more of a physical presence.
Kesterson said, “To me (greater supervision) was the key. … The supervision was
increased in number but also increased in the
fact that people were active and knew what
was expected of them, and just that they were
present. And I know that they were kind
of cheesy, but those security T-shirts there
that the faculty wore as well, they felt more
comfortable going up and saying something
having that (shirt) on.”
“I think that the numbers for police
and teachers in combination with the shirts
contributed to why it was such a safe Back
to School mixer,” agreed Cole. “Security
was awesome.”
Secondly, STUCO sent letters out to the
girls’ schools before the mixer, making them

15
aware of the dress code and code of conduct
for SLUH dances. Magee said, “(The girls
schools) read our letters concerning mixer
policies and talked about them inside their
classrooms and forums at their school, and
I think the girls came and were more behaved.”
Although most of the mixer proceeded
without incident, one student was taken
away in an ambulance after being clearly
disoriented and exhibiting erratic behavior,
according to Kesterson.
While STUCO did have breathalyzers,
they did not use them on the promised “one
in five” entrants to the mixer, nor did they
use breathalyzers at all, something Kesterson
already regrets. “(Breathalyzing) could’ve
been done, it probably should have been
done, and we didn’t do it. And that’s plain
and simple, we didn’t do it. … (There’s) no
excuse really, you just kind of get caught up in
trying to get everybody in, and blacklighting,
and what ticket’s what, and what is the dress
code, and all these things are going through
(your head), and everybody is thinking about
a million different things, and that was the
one thing that just got overlooked.”
STUCO secretary/treasurer Nick Arb
said he would try to use the breathalyzers in
the future. “I think that we’re going to have
to (breathalyze at the next dance) now that
we didn’t have it there at all. We’ll at least
have to have a presence, I think.”
However, Cole believes that the possibility of breathalyzers was enough to keep
many away. “People are aware of the policy,
and people are aware that breathalyzers could
be at any SLUH event.”
The Honduras Project once again took
the reigns behind the beverage stand, collecting slightly over $1,100 on $.50 drinks.
Honduras Project Director Charles Merriott
was pleased with the total, considering the
fact that fewer students attended the mixer,
which also resulted in and the cooler temperatures both inside and outside.
Although this year’s Back to School
mixer was deemed a success, STUCO hopes
to receive feedback from students and other
schools about how they thought the mixer
went. STUCO also plans to brainstorm on
new ways to deal with the problems of safety,
security, and ticket scalping and counterfeiting to make future mixers better experiences
for all.
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in the motto Men for Others, we have to
share those blessings with others.” Ersing
said. “(The students have a lot of anxiety,
(because) everything is gone. Do you play
sports? Are you on the paper? But there is no
school paper because there is no school.”
Richard Nevle, principal of Strake Jesuit
College Prep, which accepted about 90 students, added that all the schools are trying to
accommodate and comfort the New Orleans
students as much as possible. “We are trying
to match their schedules at (Jesuit High in
New Orleans) as best we can here,” Nevle
said. “We have countless family members
here who said they’d be willing to house the
students.”
One student from Jesuit High, however,
attended SLUH on Thursday. Senior Karl
Feigley, who incidentally had former ASC
teacher Chris Schaeffer, ‘99, for English
last year, has decided to attend SLUH and
is currently staying with family members in
Chesterfield. He had gone to school for 4 days
before he and his family fled from Katrina.
They stayed for three days in Mississippi

before deciding to come to St. Louis.
“We didn’t even hear (about the hurricane) while school was in session,” Feigley
said. “I didn’t get to talk to my friends too
much before I left. ... There was no time to
board up or secure valuables.”
According to Feigley, New Orleans
residents had much less time to prepare for
the storm than they usually did, and one of
his friends, who found shelter in a Hilton
hotel in New Orleans, found herself confined
to the hotel with only bread and water to eat
for three days. Although he believes that all
of the students from Jesuit High evacuated,
contact remains limited to mainly cell phone
text messages and e-mail, and many other
worries plague those who evacuated.
“Job security is a big issue. About a
million have evacuated the city and all are
worried about jobs. ... I don’t know if people
will return to the city if they don’t know
if their child’s future is intact, ... (and) it’s
disturbing to see the city in chaos,” Feigley
said. “The past two nights I’ve gotten three
hours of sleep (because of anxiety).”

(from 14)
has led to a lot of good discussion, stating also,
in the book.”
“I’ve been able to use it a little in class.”
Others called it too long as well, includWilson similarly remarked, “This (was)
ing sophomore Dan Behr, who noted, “The the first year, (we have to) try to feel things
history was interesting, but it was too long, out,” and he hopes as well that the program
and the violence was graphic and could have will continue in the future.
been cut.”
Tyconievich also thinks the program
George wondered about the violence should “definitely be continued,” but noted,
as well, noting that he did not like the “a preview for the kids would help and
concept of there be- 21
motivate the kids to
Students Scoring A Perfect 25/25 On Test
ing “something noble 20
be more interested (in
about butchering.” He 19
reading the book),”
also found the book 18
and to do so he thinks
17
“hard to read at first, 16
the faculty needs “simbut it got easier” as it 15
ply more time to know
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
went along.
about the book before
Sciuto also sees the choice of a book as (summer).”
a possible problem.
Michalski said that the program would
“I wonder if the freshmen are ready to be continued next summer.
read (a book such as Gates of Fire) without
“We’re in the process of looking at books
knowing how to read a book (analyti- for next summer,” he stated. Michalski and
cally).”
the Instructional Council have asked for
Sophomore Josh Bradley concurred, submissions for books from the faculty, and
“The problem is finding a book both seniors Into Thin Air, Seabiscuit, and Rocket Boys
and freshmen can read.”
are among the earliest submissions, accordAbout the troubles he mentioned, Sciuto ing to George; however, Michalski expects
commented, “The first year, you are bound to many more suggestions before the council
have problems,” but noted that the program decides upon a book.

(from 2)
Irish Literature course.
The second part of the original riddle
found in Clark’s office, which made mention
of St. Anthony and the “church-green year,”
led Rittenhouse to the Pastoral office. Here
Theology teachers including Tim Chik, Matt
Stewart, Colleen Rockers eagerly joined
Rittenhouse’s quest.
Rockers reflected back to last May, “The
first time nobody found (the clue). Then, we
kept coming back to the clue and we decided,
‘This has to be where it is. Let’s look again.’
So we all went back a second time.” That
second time one of the theology teachers in
the group found the clue in J127 behind the
green section of the liturgical calendar.
Both the riddles found in the English office and theology room were put side by side.
Each clue had a passage of literature. Multiple
letters had been colored. Rittenhouse and
members of the English department pulled
out all the letters and tried to unscramble
the anagram. World Scrabble champion and
English teacher Frank Kovarik almost immediately picked out the key words of the
riddle: “Woodworth” and “painting.”

(from 1)
However, communication with administrators at Jesuit high has been impeded by
the total collapse of the communications and
utilities infrastructure in New Orleans. To
date, much of the contact SLUH administrators have had with those of Jesuit High has
been indirect, through the Jesuit Secondary
Education Association.
In addition to SLUH, the Jesuit high
schools in the New Orleans Province have
also opened their doors to students. These
schools include Strake Jesuit College Preparatory in Houston, Jesuit College Preparatory
in Dallas, and Jesuit High School in Tampa.
In all of these schools, students are generally
staying with friends and family who live in
the city while they go to school.
According to Mike Ersing, principal of
Jesuit College Prep, which accepted about 25
students from New Orleans, the other Jesuit
schools in the province opened their door
immediately upon hearing of New Orleans’
misfortune. “Jesuit College Prep has a lot
of blessings, and as a school who believes
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Fooled

(from 16)
This clue led the group to the stairway
between the English office and the second
floor art wing. There are two orange and red
paintings on vertical slabs on either side of
the doorway facing south. Behind one of
these paintings was the next clue.
This riddle, the shortest of them all,
read “A Cow / A Corn Field / A Colorado
Pine / Made on Mueller’s / Iron Model / in
Gutenberg’s / Line.” The first three lines
are names of paintings created by Dustin
Sump ’05. And the rest of the clue led the
investigators to an actual printing press Art
teacher John Mueller has in his second floor
classroom. The next clue was on the printing
press.
The next clue differed from all the rest
in that it was completely written in Spanish. Needless to say, Rittenhouse promptly
brought this clue to the Foreign Language
department where Spanish teachers Charles
Merriott and Greg Bantle translated the
riddle, and two things stuck out: the word
“wolf” was mentioned on a few occasions
and James Lang’s “Theory of Emotions”
was described.
So from this point, Rittenhouse continued department-hopping, now down to Social
Studies where he talked with AP Psychology
teacher Brock Kesterson.
Kesterson explained the mention of the
wolf: “In my classroom I have this die-cast
metal statue of a wolf on a platform. … My
grandmother originally bought it for me for
my birthday to sit in my Safari room at home.
I didn’t think it was a good fit, so I brought
it into the classroom.”
As it turned out, last year Kesterson
taught student James Lange ’05, who Kesterson often mentioned had a very messy
locker. Rittenhouse and Kesterson decided
to check Lang’s old locker and, sure enough,
had the next clue.
The next clue was titled “Kathy’s Song,”
a well-known Simon and Garfunkel song.
However, the music notes accompanying the
title were not those of “Kathy’s Song,” but
a French classical piece. Below the music
was a picture of the famous anti-war Pablo
Picasso painting, accompanied by the caption
phrase “Advice my teacher gave to me: / Be
not misled by fame! / Sometimes a piece is
better seen / when taken out of frame.”
Putting these different elements together,

Rittenhouse and Stewart approached theatre
teacher Kathryn Yarman-Whitaker. The
group scoured the department, searching
behind a Picasso in Whitaker’s office and
the full-size Picasso piece across from the
elevator in the entrance hallway. However,
both of these leads turned out to be dead
ends.
A few of the prankster’s plans had
gone awry. The pair had, with every intention, meant to send the investigators to the
theatre department for the “Kathy’s Song”
clue. However, at one point, Rittenhouse and
Stewart combed the teacher departments for
a copy of the pictured Picasso that the pair
knew one of SLUH’s teachers had above his
or her desk. They finally found the painting
(unframed like the clue hinted at) in the
foreign language office at Merriott’s desk.
Unfortunately, the next clue was nowhere to
be found.
The next morning Whitaker found the
clue inside a framed cast picture of the last
spring’s production of Picasso at the Lapin
Agile. “The only thing I didn’t look inside (of)
was the frame picture of the class. I suppose
this was a little dim of me. Since the top of
it is engraved Picasso at the Lapin Agile.”
The clue Whitaker uncovered contained
a passage from the Aesop’s fable, “The Ass
Carrying the Image.” To the right of this passage was a list of numbers that corresponded
to that numbered letter in the text.
This riddle was solved quickly by computer wizard Jon Dickmann, who created a
program to solve the riddle quickly and accurately. The riddle spelt out: “Beckemeier,
Michalski, Schenkenberg, McConaghy
minus Lee. Find the common ground and go
where she stands still.” The common thread
amongst these three faculty members was
relatively obvious to SLUH’s sleuths: all of
these female faculty members have the first
name of Mary. “Where she stands still” led
the Hardy Boys and Nancy Drews to the
statue of the Virgin Mary in the chapel.
The final clue was supposed to be found
behind the statue of the Virgin Mary in the
chapel; however Rittenhouse, Stewart, and
Co. looked around this statue and every other
one on campus with no luck.
Finally, in an act of near desperation,
Rittenhouse called one of the masterminds
(to be revealed later) and ask him where the
clue was. Rittenhouse learned that the clue

was indeed supposed to be behind the Mary
statue in the chapel. So the prankster read
Rittenhouse the riddle over the phone.
On Tuesday morning Rittenhouse
had the final clue with him in the faculty
workroom. There he showed the clue to Jeff
Harrison S.J. who told Rittenhouse librarian
Sharon Zilske and Whitaker could help him
find it.
The hint Harrison picked up on was the
phrase “mother’s closet.” Students involved
in theatre call Zilske, who also coordinates
costumes for the plays, “mom.”
Her “closet” ended up denoting that
costume closet in the theatre department. So,
finally on Tuesday, May 24, on the third day
of searching, the plaque was finally found in
a box of Pippin costumes.
Unanimously, all of the teachers, especially those involved, thoroughly enjoyed
the prank and solving the riddle.
Said Kesterson, “I don’t even remember
any of the others, let’s put it that way. Those
guys were extremely creative and really put
us to work. … I thought it was really well
done.”
Clark reflected, “If you wanted to
categorize a senior prank as a good senior
prank, if there is such an animal, … it is
one that doesn’t cause physical damage to
the plant itself. And this is one that didn’t.”
An exception to this, Clark added, was his
office door, which was pried open with what
appears to have been a crow bar. However,
no lasting damage was done to the door and
his office door has recently been fashioned
with a metal plate to brace the door. (So, ’06,
we’ll have to find another way in!)
The time has come to reveal the two
riddle pranksters. Members of the class of
2005 Joey Mooney and Paul Barker were,
for the most part, solely responsibly for the
riddle prank.
Said Barker, of what inspired him to
carry out this specific type of prank, “We
love the teachers at SLUH and wanted to give
them something fun to work on together at the
end of the year. We tried to design it so that
departments would have to collaborate.”
Rockers, who joked she got involved
in the search by the “crazy people (Stewart
and Chik) next to (my office),” said “It just
required everything it took to be a SLUH guy:
the creativity, the intrigue, the drama of it
all, … and being amusing and charming.”
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by Jim Santel

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

Schedule R
Activities Fair
STUCO HR Rep Elections
JV FB vs. Parkway South, 4:15pm
JV/V SOC vs. Gibault @ Oerter Park,
5/7pm
JV/V H2O Polo @ Lafayette, 4/5pm
V/JV XC First Capitol Invitational @
McNair Park, 4:30pm
Tater tots, Spaghetti w/ Meatballs

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

JV/V SOC vs. Jefferson City, 4/6pm

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
No Classes
Labor Day
B SOC @ Chaminade, 9am

Evans

(from 2)
able in the student body. However, he does
not plan to confine his definition of diversity
to race alone, but also to include sexual orientation, socio-economic status, and gender
issues.
“Part of my job is to recruit minorities,
(but) I don’t want to recruit students who are
going to feel like they can’t be themselves,”
Evans said. “If SLUH is committed and
dedicated to diversity like we say, it shouldn’t
be about assimilation.”
Evans continued, “The stigma attached
to this job is a white-black issue, but that is
a stigma I plan on erasing. I just don’t want
to be an office or a department for the black
students or for the poor students. I want it
to be students, and that’s what I want to
concentrate on. I just don’t want it to be,
‘I’m recruiting black students’ because I’m
looking to recruit everyone.”
Evans plans to address issues of diversity
not just with minority students but also with
the rest of the student body. According to
Evans, oppression consists not only of the
oppression that minorities feel, but how the
majority unconsciously harbors a sense of
privilege and superiority towards the minority.
Evans said, “(Prejudices) are institutionalized, and it is not something that one

Backfield
Calendar

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Schedule R
Pro-Life Club Meeting
V SOC vs. DeSmet @ CBC, 5pm
B SOC vs. Vianney @ Chaminade, 		
	5:15pm
C SOC vs. Priory, 4:15pm
Pretzels, Ribs & Brats

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7

Schedule R
Fr. English Tutorial
Fr. Mom’s Cookie Sale
College Visit: Tulane University
JV SOC vs. DeSmet, 4pm
B SOC vs. CBC @ Chaminade, 5:15pm
Pizza Rolls, Brunch for Lunch

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
Schedule R
Fr. Mom’s Cookie Sale

person attempts to do. It is just the way
they’ve been socialized. You will hear me
throughout the year say a lot about the cycle
of socialization, and that is basically the way
we are learning things we are taught. People
don’t even realize that the things they are
saying come off as offensive to a minority
student ... In a way we believe this is okay,
this is the norm, and we have to unlearn all
of those things.”
Evans plans to address such attitudes
at SLUH through monthly meetings with
parents of minority students and, Evans
hopes, a film series addressing many issues
involved in the various types of diversity.
The film series will include movies such
as Between Two Worlds, Black Is…Black
Ain’t, and Mi Familia. However, while the
family meetings have been approved by the
administration, the film series has not.
As a new faculty member who does not
have any classroom contact with students,
Evans has had a difficult time meeting students. However, he remains eager to talk and
engage with the student body and opens his
door to welcome all.
Evans said, “I want people to know my
door is open. I’m in here; they can talk to me.
It would be great if they came in ... I want
all students who walk through this door to
realize that this is a safe place for them.”

September 2, 2005
Sept. 2 - Sept. 9

CSP Food Drive Begins
College Visits:
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
St. Louis University
C FB vs. Belleville Althoff, 4:30pm
V SOC vs. Vianney @ CBC, 5pm
Seasoned Fries, Chicken Nuggets

FRIDAY, SEPTMEBER 9

Schedule M
Formal Attire
Mass of The Holy Spirit & Picture Day
Freshman Fun Day
Wellness Club Movie Night
V FB vs. Belleville Althoff, 7pm
JV SOC @ Vianney, 4pm
C SOC @ Edwardsville, 4:30pm
V/JV H2O Polo Patriot Classic @
Parkway South, Time TBA
V/JV/C XC @ McCluer North, 9am
Pizza

Fr. Sheridan will be
hosting his last family
Mass at SLUH in the
gym on Sunday, Sept.
11 at 9:30 a.m. He
invites the entire SLUH
community to share in
his final mass.

Quote of the week
“If you wish to know what a man
is, place him in authority.”
—Anonymous

Quote of the week
Part 2

“Revolutions are not trifles, but
spring from trifles.”
—Aristotle

